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AUDIENCE COUNCILS’ SUBMISSION TO THE BBC TRUST:  
BBC ASIAN NETWORK SERVICE REVIEW, DECEMBER 2011 

 
 

Executive Summary 
 
Introduction 
This response to the BBC Asian Network service review is based on the views of 
members of the four nations’ Audience Councils. 
 
The England consultation group included seven council members with a particular 
interest in the service. The members were drawn from four of the 12 Regional 
Audience Councils (see Annex), who also contributed feedback from their local 
audience networks.  
 
Audience Council Scotland held an audience engagement event in Dundee and 
received further audience feedback from the Highland Indian Association and other 
contributors. 
 
Audience Council Wales’ response was co-ordinated by a member of Council from a 
south Asian ethnic origin, but discussed by the full Council at its regular meeting in 
December.  
 
Audience Council Northern Ireland discussed the review at its regular meeting in 
December in addition to making contact with a range of appropriate ethnic minority 
organisations. The Council received no feedback from these organisations and its 
response is therefore generic in nature.   
 
Summary Findings 
The BBC Asian Network is meeting its public service role effectively and performing 
well against the BBC’s Public Purposes, particularly the Citizenship and the Reflecting the 
Nations, Regions and Communities purposes.   
 
With reference to those two purposes, audience members value the discussion and 
debate on a wide range of social, cultural and faith matters, and single out the 
contribution made by the documentary programming, described as one of the unique 
features of the service. The breadth of content is also appreciated, catering as it does 
for the diversity within the British Asian communities alongside coverage of the big 
national moments in the UK calendar, for example this year’s royal wedding.  Such 
content is seen as helping to foster understanding and social cohesion.  
 
The BBC Asian Network offers a distinctive service which is valued by its primary 
target audience of British Asians under 35, although more could be done to serve the 
wider interests of the younger demographic. There is a range of authentic and 
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meaningful speech, entertainment, current affairs and music content and within this 
context the exploration and discussion of cultural, faith and social issues is welcomed. 
 
Feedback from the local audience networks in England confirms high approval of and 
trust for the service. There is majority support for maintaining the BBC Asian 
Network as a national service and broadening the target audience to encompass 
British Asian listeners between 25 and 45.   
 
There was appreciation from members and their local networks for the website which 
offers helpful, informative content; and for the red button content which is valued as a 
complementary service. 
 
In Scotland there was praise from listeners for the station’s ability both to raise 
sensitive topics and offer a unique mix of British Asian music and speech, Bollywood 
and original language output while maintaining a connection to Asian cultural roots. 
However there was low audience awareness of the station and concerns about the 
limited access to DAB which is a problem in the Highlands and throughout Scotland. 
This, combined with lack of availability on MW, would appear to be a major driver of 
low uptake in Scotland.  
 
To deliver the citizenship purpose fully, the station should do so for the whole of the 
UK – not just the Asian communities based in England. Identity is a complex matter – 
and more so in Scotland where an Asian component of identity can be combined with 
British and/or Scottish components. British Asian does not automatically mean “English 
Asian” – there are differing identities across the UK.      
 
There were four key suggestions to maximise audience reach; 

• Solving the current distribution limitations of DAB and Medium Wave related 
to reception of the BBC Asian Network, ideally through transferring to a 
national analogue frequency. This is particularly relevant for those who do not 
have access to DAB, particularly in the car, or who cannot afford to buy a DAB 
radio;  

• A greater focus on the varied needs and interests of the different generations 
within the Asian communities, to sustain the wider audience; 

• There is scope to further nurture wider Asian culture, faiths, south Asian 
languages and heritage content to help British Asians connect to their roots; 

• Consider carrying some of the best of BBC Asian Network built speech on 
other BBC networks, in line with DQF principles for sharing content. 

 
Main Points 

• More cross-promotion of the BBC Asian Network on other BBC services, to 
include stronger sign-posting and so help raise awareness among the wider 
British Asian population; 

• More in-depth debate and discussion reflecting different audience perspectives 
among the Asian communities, to support wider awareness and enable different 
voices to be heard; 

• Some concern about the proposal to remove both drama and documentary 
programming. While there was little support for retaining drama, the station’s 
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documentary content was valued for highlighting heritage as well as 
contemporary social and cultural issues across the Asian communities; 

• The continued coverage of religion and festivals is considered to be essential 
for fostering tolerance and respect, and to maintain a distinctive connection to 
British Asians’ spiritual roots;  

• The range of south Asian language programmes is valued and welcomed, both 
for those under-served audiences who do not have English as their first 
language, and for those who appreciate the connection to their cultural and 
linguistic roots; 

• For informed listeners, it is a unique focus for the delivery of citizenship 
purposes for the diverse UK “Asian communities” covering a broad range of 
issues; coverage of Scotland within that, where it occurs, is valued. There is 
however a widespread feeling that coverage of Scotland is tokenistic;  

• There is a desire for increased coverage of a wider variety of sports. While the 
coverage of cricket is appreciated there are many more sports which the 
audience would like represented in the mix of sports coverage on the station.   
 

 
The Consultation 
 
Background 
Audience Council England 
In late October 2011 five of the seven members of the England consultation group 
joined a round table briefing on the service, participating by vidcon and conference call. 
Members of Audience Council Northern Ireland, Audience Council Scotland and 
Audience Council Wales were also invited to attend, and one member joined by 
conference call from Glasgow.  
 
The meeting was hosted by two senior members of the BBC Executive, Vijay Sharma, 
Head of BBC Asian Network and Husain Husaini, Executive Editor BBC Asian 
Network. They were joined by Mehmuda Mian, the lead Trustee for the BBC Asian 
Network review and Alison Gold, Head of Public Service Strategy, BBC Trust.  
 
An England consultation group telephone conference call took place in early 
November 2011. This call addressed the six factual questions based on the Trust’s 
online consultation; members who were unable to participate in person were invited 
to submit written comments.  
 
Audience Council Scotland 
Following an initial discussion at Audience Council Scotland, the lead member of the 
Council’s Asian Network sub-group,  Munwar Hussain, took part in the round table 
briefing chaired by the lead Trustee for the review, and attended the engagement 
event in Dundee on 25 October, at which participants were predominantly members 
of the Asian community. The ACS sub group then discussed the key issues and 
considered the audience feedback, and a draft submission, based on this discussion, 
was approved after further discussion at the ACS meeting in November.  
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Audience Council Wales  
Audience Council Wales regularly hosts audience outreach events across Wales and 
with a variety of interest groups, with the usual number being around 7 each year. 
Since April 2011, the Council has hosted nine outreach events in diverse geographical 
locations (such as Dyffryn Nantlle, Mold and Wrexham) and with interest groups such 
as Public Affairs Cymru,  the Women’s Forum of Chwarae Teg (the agency which 
exists to promote women in work in Wales), with the gipsy and traveller community 
in north-east Wales, with opinion formers from national organisations from across 
Wales and with young Welsh Muslims from a Middle Eastern and south-east Asian 
ethnic origin. At the most recent events participants have been explicitly asked for 
their comments on the BBC Asian Network with particularly focused comments being 
made on the radio station during the two most recent events. However comments 
made during previous outreach events also contributed to the Council’s response. 
 
Audience Council Northern Ireland  
To help raise awareness of the Trust’s public consultation amongst local ethnic 
minority groups, Audience Council Northern Ireland contacted the Northern Ireland 
Council for Ethnic Minorities (NICEM), a membership organisation which exists to 
promote racial equality and human rights in Northern Ireland.  NICEM subsequently 
made its members aware of the consultation and encouraged them to respond.   
 
In addition, Audience Council Northern Ireland made direct contact with other 
relevant community and cultural organisations and offered to engage with each 
organisation in order to better understand any issues regarding the BBC Asian 
Network.  
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SUBMISSION FROM AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 
Response to Consultation Questions 

 
Question 1: What do you think about the proposed changes to the BBC 
Asian Network? 

There is support for the proposed changes to the BBC Asian Network; with 
the following observations: 

• Very few teenagers and younger people listen to the BBC Asian Network and 
new, creative ideas are needed to bring younger listeners to the station; for 
example it was suggested that youngsters should be invited to DJ or present 
some of the shows; 

• The station currently has a largely middle-aged appeal with mainly Bollywood 
music; and there is a perception that this dominates. A broader range of 
contemporary non-Bollywood music would be valued in the mix of station 
content;  

• Asian culture, discussion, languages, devotional and specialist music are very 
important to connect British Asians to their roots and their contemporary 
lives;  

• The target audience enjoys the Gujerati and Punjabi shows, and the breadth of 
topics is valued; but there are generational differences and the key for the 
future is to offer something for everyone; 

• There is little support for retaining drama. However, it is considered an 
important aspect of the BBC’s public service broadcasting role to retain and 
develop documentaries which cover unique cultural and social issues and 
generate discussion among British Asian audiences.  

 

Question 2: News & Factual Programming: How well do you think it does 
these things? 

• Members consider that news and factual programming is informative, accurate 
and relevant with news from all continents as well as regional or local coverage 
eg the opening of new temples;  

• The national/Asian Network news in Punjabi is currently broadcast for three 
times a week, in three minute slots. Members suggest that this vital and unique 
service should be extended, particularly as it helps to serve the older, more 
under-served audience, while also providing an opportunity to help to develop 
language skills and foster a ‘feel-good’ connection to cultural roots and heritage; 

• The wider coverage of British social and current affairs is welcomed, for 
example the Royal Wedding and Mother’s Day, which encourage and foster 
both citizenship and social cohesion;  

• Members would value a wider selection of issues for discussion across the 
content mix, including appropriate treatment of subjects that may be 
considered ‘taboo’ by some Asian communities. 
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Question 3: Music and Culture: How well do you think it does these things? 

• Overall the coverage of music and culture is seen as excellent, with a good mix 
of programming, delivering a vibrant connection to a range of content for the 
next generation. Members comments included; 

‘BBC Asian Network brings it all to life’ 

‘This is the future for our kids’ 

• Members consider that new performers are encouraged on shows and features 
such as Bhangra Breakdown and Khan-Dan’s Got Talent. There is also appreciation 
for the existing coverage of a wide range of music genres; although there is a 
perception that Bollywood music tends to dominate at the expense of other 
genres; 

• The coverage of more traditional, classical music is similarly valued as part of 
the overall combination of celebratory cultural programming, a recent example 
being the Rahat Fateh Ali Khan concert on the red button; 

• There was a suggestion for more concerts featuring the many Asian musicians 
who travel to Britain to perform live; and an ambition to hear an X Factor style 
song competition to encourage new talent, such competitions being very 
popular on Indian TV.  

 

Question 4: How well do you think the service reflects the UK Asian 
population? 

• Overall members and their local networks in England consider that the service 
effectively reflects the voices and interests of the different communities in the 
UK Asian population;  

• The broad range of content helps British Asians across the generations to 
connect to their roots and to contemporary issues; 

• The service’s knowledge of local audiences helps to represent the wider Asian 
communities in its news and current affairs;  

• While music and dance is well represented, members would like to encourage 
a more considered range of spiritual, devotional and faith related content. This 
is felt to be important to foster tolerance and respect for different cultural 
beliefs and perspectives. One member commented: 

‘This is the most important question for the BBC Asian Network’. 

 

Question 5: What do you think about the ways in which you can listen to 
BBC Asian Network? 

• Members value DAB for sound quality but there are significant challenges for 
the many listeners who do not have access to DAB, particularly for those who 
do not possess a DAB car radio or who cannot afford or choose not to have a 
DAB radio; 
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‘I have a DAB radio and it’s fantastic. The reception is great and you can tell the 
difference in terms of sound quality’ 

‘A lot of people like to listen when driving and that’s the problem with DAB’ 

• The range of ways to listen, including online, is considered helpful and 
informative; but broader access for all is compromised by the variation in MW 
reception around the UK;  

• The MW frequency is impossible for some listeners to pick up in some areas of 
England and there was a plea to upgrade the MW frequency to ensure an equal 
standard of listening across the country, and deliver value for money to licence 
fee payers; 

‘It’s just a shame that in the car you can lose the signal on MW unless you have a 
DAB radio in the car’ 

• Some members would like the BBC Asian Network to be available on FM to 
broaden and deliver consistent access, particularly for those listeners who do 
not have DAB or online access to the station;  

The BBC Asian Network should be available for everyone on FM frequency ‘ 

• The availability of Twitter and Facebook to send and receive requests from 
abroad and in the UK is valued and thought to be a good use of social media 
and technology; 

• The Red Button is highly valued for the additional choice and access it offers eg 
melas (festivals) and interviews with artists.   

 
Question 6: Is there anything else you want to say about BBC Asian 
Network?  

• Members commented that it is ‘a great station’, which they ‘love to listen to’ and 
would ‘miss if it was not there’; 

• There are some outstanding presenters, including Sonia Deol, and the range of 
entertainment is thought to be ‘fantastic’; 

• Generally members suggested tweaks to develop the range of content as the 
importance of speech, documentaries and discussion programmes is considered 
essential to support good citizenship; 

• There is a suggestion from members and their networks that the station would 
benefit from getting more young people involved and while ‘it’s great’ for those 
who appreciate Bollywood it should develop a greater range and focus on more 
than music;  

• To encourage broad, inclusive debate it is suggested that Nihal be presented on 
occasion by a female presenter to encourage fresh perspectives on the issues 
under discussion;  

• More cross-promotion of the BBC Asian Network on other BBC services 
would help to raise wider awareness among the British Asian population. 

 
ANNEX : ACE Sub-Group Members  
Yorkshire RAC   Ian Palmer (Chair); Ajit Singh 
East RAC    Jay Beeharry 
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North West RAC   Naveed Ahmad; Surinder Singh Jolly 
East Midlands RAC  Rajeev Chopra; Shital Pau 

 
SUBMISSION FROM AUDIENCE COUNCIL FOR SCOTLAND 

 
1. Summary of Audience Council discussion 
 
• Elements of the Asian Network service offer music which is readily obtainable from 

commercial stations. However this element of the output appears to appeal more 
to older sections of the audience, and members consider that it is important that 
the station continue to serve this demographic. This is also the case with the 
‘mother tongue’ programming on the station. Nevertheless, the distinctiveness of 
the service lies in its provision of topical speech and new British Asian music.   

 
• Members noted that the low awareness of DAB availability reported in the 

qualitative research in England was also reflected in the Council’s engagement 
activity in Dundee. This, combined with lack of availability on MW, would appear 
to be a major driver of low uptake in Scotland.  

 
• The low awareness of DAB was less apparent among younger people. However 

members suggested it might be important that a full range of apps is made available 
for Asian Network output to ensure that there are as few barriers as possible to 
usage by young people who might wish to access elements of the service.  

 
• Among younger people, there was a sense that the station could be more 

ambitious and focus more on younger, British Asian culture and music. The DJ 
Kayper programme and the Asian Download Chart were mentioned as particularly 
distinctive in this regard. 

 
• The station should do more to reflect the distinctive identity of the Scottish Asian 

community. Some members of Asian/British Asian communities in Scotland stay in 
isolated areas, removed from the majority community, and the sense of inclusion 
which the station can bring for them is particularly important. Members felt that, 
especially at a time of reduced resource availability, more effort could be put into 
looking for opportunities for crossover programming with other BBC services.  

 
• The Council noted that the requirements put on the service bore similarities to 

those put on Radio nan Gàidheal. Members acknowledged the difficulties facing 
services like these, which address communities of wide demographic and 
geographic range and with specific language and faith perspectives. Members 
commended the success of the station in delivering a coherent and valued service 
in these circumstances.  

 
• From feedback, it appeared that for committed listeners the focus on world affairs 

is an important attribute of the station. 
 
• There is also a strong sense among some Asian community members in Scotland 

that the station is not aimed at them, and members consider that this is likely to 
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contribute to the low listenership to and awareness of the station. And to deliver 
the citizenship purpose fully, the station should do so for the whole of the UK – 
not just the Asian communities based in England. Identity is a complex matter – 
and more so in Scotland where an Asian component of identity can be combined 
with British and/or Scottish components. British Asian does not automatically mean 
“English Asian” – there are differing identities across the UK.      

 
• The existence of the station as a free-standing service is obviously of high value for 

the cultural/faith/ethnic communities which it serves. Members do not consider 
that the service should be incorporated into a wider BBC service, and that it is 
important that a free-standing PSB service of this kind continues to exist for the 
UK.  

 
• However, members believe that the documentary output on the station is of high 

quality and does not reach as wide an audience as it deserves. Members believe 
coverage on other BBC services need not necessarily lead to marginalisation, and 
indeed has the potential to introduce a wider audience to new perspectives and 
even draw new listeners to the Asian Network itself. Members suggested the 
Executive could be encouraged to find ways of showcasing the best of the Asian 
Network’s speech output on other BBC services.  

 
 
2. Audience feedback 
 
Minority ethnic groups make up 2 per cent of the Scottish population (2001 census) (cf 
6-7 per cent  across the UK). It is estimated it could be nearer 3 per cent in the 2011 
census. The largest group, about a third, is the Pakistani community; and the India 
community, at 15 per cent were the third largest group. Nearly 90 per cent live in 
urban areas. Just over 50 per cent of the minority ethnic population was in the 0-30 
age range in 2001.  
 
Key messages which emerged from audience engagement were: 
 
Dundee meeting, 25 October 
 
• General very low awareness of the station. (“I don’t listen because I thought it was a 

regional station” … “I’ve never come across the Asian Network in Scotland”.) [The 
network ceased to be a regional station in 2002] 

• Low awareness of availability on DAB, and lack of accessibility to DAB, appear to 
be problems. (“I didn’t know about it until I bought my new car… it has DAB... but now 
I’ve found it, it’s re-ignited my interest in my culture and my music”) 

• Among those who listen, high appreciation of Nihal’s delivery of citizenship 
purpose (“discusses excellent topics and encourages debate”) 

• Praise for the station’s ability to raise sensitive topics “which traditionally Asian 
people don’t discuss”. 

• Maintains awareness of Asian roots (“a really important resource for connecting us to 
our country and culture”) 

• Suggestion that some citizenship material would be good on other BBC networks  
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• Varying views on the proposal to reduce hours of transmission overnight. Some 

felt it would be acceptable if it was necessary to maintain the quality of the rest of 
the schedule; others felt it was removing the service just at the point where 
listeners who worked in the catering industry became available  

• There was some comment that the BBC generally was not always impartial in its 
reporting of Middle East affairs 

 
Submission from Tigerstyle Ltd (music promoter based in Glasgow), 2010/11 
 
• Welcomes the network’s support for Scottish Asian culture through live 

broadcasts from Glasgow, and from the Edinburgh Mela 
• “Younger generation of British Asians consider it the only UK station to have cultural 

significance for them” 
• Important place to showcase new British Asian music talent 
• AN offer is distinctive from commercial provision. The commercial stations “do not 

have the planned programming, research and development, creativity, documentaries and 
discussions which engage the British-born Asian community” 

• Offers a unique mix of British Asian music and speech, Bollywood and original 
language output. 

• Appearance on AN is based on musical merit, not linked to advertising on  
commercial stations 

• Quality of the Asian Network brand is valuable among the international diaspora 
• The 4m plus Asian community in the UK (more than the population of Wales) 

needs a station of its own. Coverage as part of other services leads to 
marginalisation – the Desi DNA experiment on BBC TWO did not work out. 

• The network is central to the British Asian community. UK Asian community is 
really “a collection of South Asian communities sited in one place – the BBC does a very 
good job of balancing and connecting with these different communities” 

• Has been a significant element in the establishment of the British Asian music 
community 

• Only one of the 40+ Asian digital TV channels supports British Asian culture, many 
like STAR Plus and B4u focus on mainstream  

 
Highland Indian Association, November 2011 
 
• Awareness and uptake said to be “low” 
• Lack of accessibility is important factor – DAB reception is particularly poor in the 

Highlands; listening via PC or TV not commonplace 
• Key concerns were about awareness and accessibility 
 
Feedback from a younger listener of Highland background, November 2011 
 
• One younger listener, who worked in London, regretted the loss of the Pathaan’s 

Musical Rickshaw and Electro East with Nerm programmes which he had valued, and 
which had recently been scrapped. The programmes were valued as more British 
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Asian and contemporary in outlook and had the potential to attract a ‘crossover’ 
audience of people interested in wider world music influences.   

 
• These kinds of programmes are a unique offering - should they be scheduled on 

6Music or 1Xtra? Bangra, Bollywood, and Asian Download Chart music can be 
found on alternative stations.  

 
 
Summary of audience feedback 
 
• DAB a problem in the Highlands and throughout Scotland so accessibility is difficult 
• Awareness of UK remit/footprint of station is very low 
• ‘Bollywood and Bangra’ programming, mixed with chat, is popular with some, 

especially older, demographics; but is widely available elsewhere 
• Important hub, showcase and support for new British Asian music, based on merit 

and originality   
• Axing of niche programming means some younger, crossover audiences are being 

under-served 
• For informed listeners, it is a unique focus for delivery of citizenship purposes for 

the diverse UK “Asian community” (in reality composed of people from many 
different ethnic groups), covering topics such as forced marriage, corruption in 
Pakistani cricket, racism in England etc) 

• Coverage of Scotland within that, where it occurs, is valued however there was a 
widespread feeling that coverage of Scotland was tokenistic  

• Issue of whether some speech and music output could be scheduled on other BBC 
networks, to make British Asian culture accessible to wider audiences (e.g. Muslims 
on the Frontline, February 2011.  

 
 
 
 

SUBMISSION FROM AUDIENCE COUNCIL FOR WALES 
 
Bridging the generation gap - BBC Asian Network was a service used by both the 
younger and older generations according to many participants with one participant 
saying “Younger generation Asians are out of sync, especially with their language, so the 
network is a way of bridging that gap”. Several of the younger participants said that they 
were not only surprised by how much they used the service but also surprised about 
how many others did.   
 
Music is particularly popular with the younger generation whilst the older tend to 
listen for news and debate, but that this was a great example of ‘bringing people 
together’ and providing a way for people to find out more about their heritage. It was 
said that the service was hardly ever talked about, but when prompted a surprising 
number of people of all generations listened to the service and valued it greatly. 
 
Debates - Audiences said that they use the service in a variety of ways, but mostly to 
listen to music and debate.  They said that people they knew were passionate about 
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what was being said and like to have the opportunity to make their voices heard. 
Other services aimed at the south Asian community were exclusively for one or other 
of the ethnic communities, it was said. This service was the only one to bring the 
whole of the UK Indian, Bangladeshi and Pakistani ethnic communities together. They 
therefore felt that the BBC Asian Network was the only platform which provided a 
‘safe space’ for people from the various ethnic south Asian communities to share their 
views. 
 
One of the most positive comments that came out of the discussion was about the 
accessibility of the station and that there was no other mainstream service like it.  
They said that other UK based services didn’t offer something for everyone and that 
this was what made the BBC Asian Network different.  It was especially useful for 
people who didn’t use computers and the internet as they were able to take part in 
phone-ins and be made to feel a part of something, something not offered by most 
other services.  They said that whilst other channels and services had a narrower 
focus, the Asian Network encompassed everything, - “definitely appeals to everyone” - 
and was a popular service within their community.  
 
Music - The Asian Network was considered by many to be an important and valuable 
resource for music that wasn’t easily available anywhere else in the UK.  They said that 
they knew if there was a certain song that they wanted to listen to; it would be on the 
Asian Network.  They said the service was very popular in the Middle East and that 
they would often get phone calls from friends asking them to turn the station on so 
that they could listen.  Others felt that the BBC Asian Network meant that British 
Asian music was less likely to be played on mainstream radio stations – which meant 
that audiences from outside the Asian ethnic community were not being given 
opportunities to hear it.  
 
Delivering Quality First - Many participants were appalled at the size of the cuts 
suggested for the BBC Asian Network radio station as part of the BBC’s Delivering 
Quality First strategy. “34% is the highest percentage of cuts to a single station”. Others 
raised questions about the extent of listening to the service across the British south 
Asian community as a whole. The Council considers it important that in the context of 
potential changes to the service as a result of DQF that British Asian music is given a 
prominent place in the BBC’s main music services. 

 
 

SUBMISSION FROM AUDIENCE COUNCIL FOR NORTHERN IRELAND 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Audience Council Northern Ireland understands that listenership figures for the Asian 
Network in Northern Ireland are very low; an average reach for the station in the 
region of 0.1% was recorded in Q1 2011 – a figure which is perhaps reflective of the 
small Asian community here, compared to that in other parts of the UK. 
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Council did not receive feedback from any of the organisations contacted in respect of 
this specific Service Review and therefore can only reflect on general themes of 
particular importance to ethnic minority groups gathered during engagement on the 
issue of portrayal carried out with this section of the audience during 2009. Audience 
Council considers that while not specific to the BBC Asian Network, these issues may 
have an enduring relevance to the overall provision of services for ethnic minority 
communities. 
 
 
2. General Themes from engagement with ethnic minority 
communities 
 

• Authenticity was a recurring theme in feedback. Reflecting diversity in a non-
tokenistic, non-stereotypical way was important to local ethnic groups; 
 

• There was an appetite for coverage of festivals and celebrations of minority 
communities as an important way to engage wider society in celebrating 
diversity and encouraging integration, though important too that programmes 
reflect other aspects of everyday life, including the contributions minority 
communities made to local society;  

 
• Feedback from ethnic minority groups in Northern Ireland suggests that this 

audience values BBC programmes/services overall and, specifically, 
programmes/ services that explore, reflect and celebrate diversity in the 
community;  

 
• The view was also expressed that a sustained balance in output across different 

genres was needed to fully convey the multifaceted story of ethnic minority and 
migrant communities;  

 
• News and factual output was particularly valued.  Accuracy, and the need for 

in-depth research, context and a full understanding of the issues, was 
particularly important to minority groups who also felt that a diverse range of 
voices should be represented in long format discussion programmes and short 
sound-bite news bulletins; 

 
• News events were perceived, by their nature, to be relatively negative. 

Minority groups wanted a more positive side of minority communities reflected 
in output. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date: 19 December 2011 


